Particle flow measurements parallel to the total magnetic field direction have been obtained for the first time in the TCV tokamak scrape-off layer. The plasma shape flexibility of TCV, coupled with carefully matched ohmic diverted discharges in forward and reversed toroidal field at varying plasma density is used to try and separate drift flow components and any field independent contributions in the outboard midplane vicinity. The measurements are generally well described in both direction and magnitude by neoclassical Pfirsch-Schülter return flows compensating poloidal drifts. There is clear evidence for a small, field independent offset component (∼ 10 − 20% of the main flow), whose magnitude would be approximately consistent with a contribution driven by enhanced outboard ballooning particle
Introduction
Particle flow parallel to the magnetic field in the scrape-off layer (SOL) is becoming increasingly suspected as an important mechanism contributing to tokamak material migration [1] . Reconciling the discrepancies between theory and experiment across machines and providing a predictive, fully consistent physics description of these SOL parallel flows is an important challenge to plasma boundary research.
Strong parallel, co-current flow (from outer to inner targets) has been measured on JET near the top, low field side (LFS) of the poloidal cross-section [4] , but with a magnitude that cannot be explained by parallel return "PfirschSchlüter" (P-F) flows which arise to compensate the non-divergence free poloidal E r × B and ∇p × B classical drift flows in toroidal geometry [2] . Such P-F flows have previously been shown to be consistent with experiment in the outboard midplane region of JT-60U [3] . On JET, a radially constant, toroidal field (B φ ) independent offset has also been observed, the origin of which has been shown recently to be consistent with enhanced outboard radial particle transport due to turbulent interchange motions in the SOL [5] . Measurements of extremely strong inboard midplane parallel SOL flows on Alcator C-Mod have also been convincingly attributed to enhanced LFS perpendicular transport, whilst C-Mod outboard SOL flows can be described adequately by a combination of pure toroidal rotation and P-F flows [6] .
This contribution augments the tokamak SOL flow database by presenting a summary of the first parallel flow measurements on TCV, obtained in the outboard midplane region. Using matched discharges in forward (FWD-B φ , B × ∇B drift downwards) and reversed (REV-B φ ) toroidal field at varying plasma density, together with TCV's plasma shape flexibility, an attempt is made to separate classical flow components and any field independent contributions.
Experiment
Measurements are made using a fast reciprocating system (RCP) which inserts a 5 pin Langmuir probe head into the SOL plasma on the machine midplane (z = 0). Figure 1 illustrates the probe trajectory into a standard single null lower (SNL) diverted equilibrium. Flux surface mapping from the probe location is used to express all radial profiles in terms of separatrix distances at the outboard midplane. The pins labelled 1 and 2 in the photographic insets of Although the RCP position on the torus is fixed, the shape flexibility offered by TCV allows different poloidal locations to be probed. To do so requires different probe heads arranged such that the pins match the poloidal contour of the magnetic equilibrium. Two different heads have been used thus far, both shown in Fig. 1 . Standard SNL discharges are studied using a wedge shaped head with 37
• angle, for which the probe reciprocates through a region of expanded flux surfaces below the outer midplane. Profiles in the midplane vicinity are obtained by lowering the plasma and using the flat probe head.
In both cases, the poloidal array of 3 pins set in the central bar separating the Mach probe sensors is used to provide SOL profiles of T e , n e and pin floating potential, V f . The latter is used to estimate the plasma potential in the usual way, V plasma ∼ V f +2.8T e with 2.8T e being the probe sheath potential drop for a deuterium plasma [10] . In the near SOL radial region where the two systems overlap, the probe measured T e values are in excellent agreement with those from edge Thomson scattering, the values of n e from which are used to apply approximate correction factors to the probe derived densities (which are known to overestimate the true value as a consequence notably of finite Larmor radius effects). , corresponding to Greenwald fractions of 0.15 → 0.45. This latter value in fact corresponds to a density just below the density limit in this configuration. For both B φ directions, M decreases strongly withn e and reaches extremely high values (∼ 0.6) at the lowest densities. For given B φ direction, the shape of M (r) bears some similarities to that observed near the outboard midplane of other divertor tokamaks [6, 8, 3] . For given density, the general trends and magnitudes are also seen in Type III ELMing H-modes and in pure helium plasmas on TCV.
Upon field reversal, the flows reverse almost symmetrically (for fixedn e ), passing from net flow towards the outer divertor in REV-B φ (the normal field direction on TCV), to an upwards directed flow in FWD-B φ and thus always co-current directed. These flow directions are also consistent with those measured elsewhere.
If the total parallel flow is assumed to consist only of a field dependent drift component and a field independent transport contribution, the mean of the in these average profiles, the quality of the FWD-B φ /REV-B φ SOL T e , n e profile match is probably insufficient to draw meaningful conclusions. What is clear is that since the probe is located below the outer midplane for this configuration (in fact midway between the midplane and X-point), an excess flow towards the lower divertor would be consistent with enhanced outward transport in the midplane vicinity.
Poloidal distribution in the outboard midplane
To investigate this flow offset further, an experiment has been performed in which the outer divertor leg of the SNL equilibrium in Fig. 1 is progressively shortened and the plasma lowered vertically in the vacuum vessel over three separate discharges. In this way, a limited scan of the parallel flow dependence on vertical position at the midplane is achieved. The vertical extent above and below the midplane (±10 cm) to which this is possible is restricted only by the requirement that the poloidal plasma contour not depart too significantly from the planar geometry of the probe head that must be used in this case (see Fig. 1 ). Profiles of M resulting from this experiment are shown in Fig.3a, where the insets provide the magnetic equilibria for the three discharges. This discharge series was achieved at only a single value ofn e and for REV-B φ only.
Profiles of n e , T e and V f (parameters which determine the main contributions to the P-F flow) are extremely closely matched.
Throughout most of the SOL width, there is a clear decrease in the flow magnitude as the probe passes from below to above the outboard midplane.
The incremental difference between each profile is of the same order as that found from the B φ average in Fig.2b . Precisely on the outboard midplane, From a theoretical point of view, an expression for these P-F flows is unavailable for the general case of shaped plasmas such as those described here. A simple analytic approximation does exist for SOL P-F flows in the large aspect ratio, cylindrical approximation [10]
where q is the safety factor, E r and ∇p the radial electric field (−dV plasma /dr) and ion pressure gradient respectively and θ the poloidal angle, where θ = 0 is defined at the outboard midplane. Eqn. 1 ignores any pure poloidal E r × B drift not due to toroidal geometry. These flows reach maximum (and negative minimum) values at the outboard (inboard) midplanes respectively and are zero at top and bottom of the poloidal cross-section. Fig. 5 , which compiles the estimated flow profile at high density expected from two field independent contributions: a) flow driven by parallel temperature gradients arising as a consequence of the outer divertor target and b) flow driven by enhanced low field side cross-field particle transport ("ballooning"). The former has been estimated in TCV [11] using SOLPS5 (B2.5-Eirene) code simulations without drifts and in which the flow profile has been set arbitrarily to zero at the outermost flux surface of the simulation grid. In this case, flow is driven primarily by parallel T i gradients, which the code predicts are felt even above the X-point in the rather open TCV divertor geometry.
The ballooning component is derived on the basis of simulations of the TCV outboard midplane SOL plasma using the 2D Electrostatic turbulence code ESEL which contains information only on magnetic field curvature and not direction. Statistical analysis of these simulations has recently been shown to provide remarkable agreement with identical analysis of density and flux turbulence measurements made with the same probe diagnostic and under the same conditions as used here [12] . This latter work demonstrates that fluid interchange motions must be responsible for the turbulent cross-field transport. A further step has been to associate these "field aligned filaments" with bursts of parallel pressure whose effect is to drive a time-averaged flow at some fraction of a transient "sub-sonic" Mach number, assumed as M = 0.5 [5] . In the absence of the true parallel pressure gradient along the filament 
